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*****5TH EDITION PUBLISHED JULY 2016*****UPDATED AND IMPROVEDThank you to all those

leaving reviews and providing feedback!SO MANY PEOPLE DREAM OF BECOMING THEIR OWN

BOSS OR SUCCEEDING IN THEIR CHOSEN PROFESSION, AND WITH THE RESOURCES

AVAILABLE TODAY, MORE ENTREPRENEURS AND PROFESSIONALS ARE ACHIEVING

GREAT SUCCESS! HOWEVER, SUCCESS SHOULD BE DEFINED FOR THE LONG TERM, AND

AS OPPORTUNITIES START TO GROW, SO DOES THE COMPETITION.Getting your business

up and running or starting on your career path is one thing, but have a sustainable business or

career is completely another. Many people make the mistake of making plans but having no

follow-through. This is where analytics comes in.Donâ€™t you wish to have the power to know what

your target consumers are thinking? Wonâ€™t you want to have a preview of what future trends to

expect in the market you are in?Well, this book is just the one you need. This book will teach you, in

simple and easy-to-understand terms, how to take advantage of data from your daily operations and

make such data a powerful tool that can influence how well your business does over time. The

contents of this book are designed to help you use data to your advantage to enhance business

outcomes!Hereâ€™s what this book will teach you:Why data is your single most powerful toolHow to

conduct data analysis to enhance your businessWhich steps to take in performing predictive

analysisWhat techniques you need to employ to achieve sustainable successPLUS:Regression

techniquesMachine learning strategiesRisk management tipsAnd much, much, moreYou will never

be able to get information this comprehensive anywhere else. Knowing and following the strategies

in this book will surely get you on your way to having the best business outcomes!To learn what you

need to know; SCROLL UP AND DOWNLOAD YOUR COPY TODAY!
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What a disappointment! Great content however the poor spelling and translated information takes

away the credibility of the subject. Did anyone even proof read the Kindle edition? I would have

given it a 1 star but I didn't "hate it" -- still has a lot of relevant points - just painful to get through

them.

Small superficial book. Novices won't glean much from it, as they will be bombarded with

unexplained jargon and vague concepts. Those who have heard some of the jargon in context

would be better served by looking for better explanaions and in-depth examples elsewhere.

I started a business two years ago but without any science on data gathering. Now I know how

crucial it is to really get the data and analyze it. The process of Analytics may seem overwhelming

at first; determining what data to prioritize, how to collect the data etc. But once you have core basic

data needed for the business, knowing how to analyze it is the next big step to achieving your

business goals.This book is comprehensive yet simple enough for beginners. It helps one

understand the importance of data mining and analysis but without overwhelming the reader with

too much mathematical concepts. A great book to help anyone new in any business.

Not too impressed. This is a book for something who has just heard the terms Big Data and

Predictive Analytics. Not for someone who knows what these are.The writing is not so professional,

which leads to skimming and page skipping.

The book is more like a pamphlet. It identifies various "analytics" as if it were an expanded glossary.

It's way too short to be considered a book, or even an ebook.



Management of data to run a successful business is very important. The data plays an important

and crucial role in increasing the efficiency of a business and sustaining the success. This book tells

you about how you can analyze the data and reap the maximum benefits. You can use these

techniques to increase the productivity of your business and make the best out of it.

This is a hard subject or topic for me. I was a data encoder and I am planning to upgrade from Data

encoder to Data Analyst. I hope this book could help me in this field. It's just my other option of field.

I thought I could see any graphs in it. When I read about Analysis and Statistics, I was hoping there

would be sample graphs or chart but there was none. This book is good, though, for those in college

who has a major in Data Analysis. Most companies need data analysis, I guess, so this book might

be in demand on this site. The only graph I have seen is on its cover. Its cover is relevant to its

content so this book is good for me.

This book is perfect for those who want to become their own boss and succeeding in their chosen

profession. A few weeks ago, my uncle suggested me about this book and by reading this book I

have learned about data analysis and predictive analytic for business.This book taught me about

some simple and easy to understand terms. By reading this book I have understood about how to

take advantage of data from my daily operations. By the help of this book I have learned about how

to conduct data analysis to enhance my business. This book is excellent and by reading this book I

have understood about what techniques I need to employ for sustainable success.
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